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	Repair mission accomplished for Azamara Journey from Sembawang Shipyard's FCC partner Royal Caribbean Cruises.

	Henna, managed by Star Cruises, was fully recharged after undergoing repairs. 

	Royal Caribbean Cruises' Rhapsody of the Seas was one of the six cruise ships 
upgraded at Sembawang Shipyard in 2012.

Marking a good start to 2013, Sembcorp Marine’s 
subsidiary Sembawang Shipyard successfully 
completed the repair and upgrade of four cruise ships 
in January and February as well as secured another 
eight refit deals for the year worth $60 million.

After receiving upgrading and revitalisation works, Azamara 
Journey from Favoured customer contract (Fcc) partner royal 
caribbean cruises as well as Henna, managed by Star cruises, 
sailed away in January. this was followed by the departure of 
Legend of the Seas from royal caribbean cruises and Superstar 
Libra from Star cruises in February. In the first two weeks of 
January, these four vessels were concurrently undergoing 
repairs at Sembawang Shipyard, setting a new milestone for the 
yard in cruise ship repairs.

In addition to the six cruise ship repairs already completed 
in 2012, these four vessels and the eight new awards from 
various ship owners and operators further reinforce Sembawang 
Shipyard’s global leadership in the highly specialised segment of 
cruise ship repairs, refurbishment and conversion.

A Good Year for Cruise Ship Refurbishments

2013 is expected to be another busy year for 
Sembawang Shipyard in the area of cruise 
ship refits, upgrading and modification. 
Mr Ong Poh Kwee,
Sembcorp Marine’s Deputy President.
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Around tHe yArdS

SMOE Secures $900M Offshore Platform LOI
SMOE, a Sembcorp Marine subsidiary, secured a letter of intent (LOI) in February 2013 to build a  
$900 million offshore platform integrated topside for Det norske oljeselskap ASA (Det norske) to be 
installed in the North Sea.

	At the LOI signing ceremony in Norway: Mr Bard Atle Hovd,  

Det norske’s Senior Vice President of Projects, and Mr Ho Nee Sin, 

SMOE's Managing Director.

the contract entails the provision of engineering, procurement and 
construction of the topside for the process, drilling and quarters platform 
and will be carried out in partnership with engineering firm Wood Group 
Mustang. construction work will commence in the fourth quarter of 2013.

Facilities on the 13,700-tonne topside, which is integrated with a 70-men 
living quarters module cum helideck, will include modules for process, 
gas compression, separation, water injection, flare boom, metering and 
utilities.

Scheduled for sail-away in March 2016, the topside will be deployed at 
a water depth of 112m at the Ivar Aasen project site in the norwegian 
continental Shelf of the north Sea, which contains approximately 150 
million barrels of oil equivalents. the platform is expected to draw first oil 
in the fourth quarter of 2016.

	Artist’s impression of the offshore platform integrated topside for the Norwegian sector of the North Sea.

	Strengthening ties: The Det norske delegation led by Det norske’s Chief Executive Officer Mr Erik Haugane (fifth from right) together with SMOE’s management representatives at 
the yard.

	The platform topside will be installed at the Ivar Aasen project 
site, situated 180km west from Stavanger in Norway.

Visit by Det norske's CEO, February 2013
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Around tHe yArdS

Second Jack-up 
Rig for Perisai
Sembcorp Marine's subsidiary 
PPL Shipyard has secured a 
US$208 million contract from 
Perisai (L) Inc, a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Perisai Petroleum 
Teknologi Bhd, in February 2013 
to build a second proprietary 
Pacific Class 400 jack-up rig.

Scheduled for delivery in the second quarter 
of 2015, the rig will have specifications 
that are similar to the first jack-up unit, 
now named Perisai Pacific 101, which was 
awarded to the yard in May 2012. 

the high-specification unit is capable of 
operating in deeper waters of 400 feet and 
drilling high pressure and high temperature 
wells to depths of 30,000 feet. equipped 
with technologically advanced drilling 
equipment, offline handling features and 
simultaneous operations support, the rig 
also provides single- and double-room 
accommodation for 150 personnel with full 
hotel services. 

Mr douglas tan, PPL Shipyard’s Managing 
director, said: “this repeat order is a 
reflection of the optimism that the owner 
has in the jack-up rig market. It is also an 
endorsement of our design and our ability 
to deliver on schedule and within budget.”

	Management representatives from Perisai and PPL Shipyard at the contract signing ceremony. 

	Perisai's first Pacific Class 400 design jack-up rig, Perisai Pacific 101, making good progress with its keel-laying 
milestone held in November 2012.

	A total of ten Pacific Class 400 design jack-up rigs have been ordered as at end February 2013, including Atwood 
Mako (above) which was delivered to Atwood Oceanics in August 2012.

We are pleased with the 
progress of Perisai Pacific 
101 and look forward to 
strengthening this close 
cooperation with the building 
of our second rig unit. 
En. Izzet Ishak,
Perisai Petroleum Teknologi Bhd’s 
Managing Director.
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Around tHe yArdS

Keel-laying of Noble Jack-ups
The keel-laying ceremonies for Noble Sam Turner and Noble Tom Prosser, the fourth and fifth  
Friede & Goldman (F&G) JU3000N jack-up rigs built by Jurong Shipyard for Noble Corporation, were 
held at the yard on January 11, 2013 in the presence of key representatives from the project teams and ABS.

during the ceremony, the first double bottom steel blocks were laid for both projects to signal the commencement of rig erection 
works. Suitable for operations in challenging operating environments, the new jack-ups feature enlarged hulls with enhanced 
operational benefits and are capable of operating in waters of 400 feet and drilling to depths of 35,000 feet.

	Stakeholders marking the construction milestone of Noble Tom Prosser.

	Celebrating the keel-laying of Noble Sam Turner.
	Management representatives from Noble Corporation and Jurong 

Shipyard in close interaction.

	Exchanging updates on the projects. 	Laying the first steel-block for Noble Tom Prosser.
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	A group photo for the album to commemorate the significant milestone.

Around tHe yArdS

West Rigel Strikes Steel
Jurong Shipyard, together with Seadrill Management and its subsidiary North Atlantic Drilling, 
marked the first steel cut of West Rigel with a strike-steel ceremony on January 15, 2013.

	Initiating the steel cutting: Mr Alex Monsen, Seadrill’s Vice President of Asset 

Development, and Mr Wang Zijian, Jurong Shipyard’s Executive Director.

the drilling unit is Seadrill's third Moss Maritime harsh-environment ultra-deepwater semi-submersible project by Jurong 
Shipyard, following the deliveries of West Pegasus and West Leo in 2011 and 2012 respectively.

Based on the Moss Maritime cS60 design, the rig is built for a water depth rating of 10,000 feet and is capable of drilling to 
a maximum depth of 40,000 feet. the n-class compliant 6th generation unit is also engineered and winterised to carry out 
year-round drilling operations in the north Sea and the Barents Sea.

	Excellent teamwork between Seadrill and Jurong Shipyard.

Ocean Apex Begins Upgrading

 Mr Jon Shoemaker (on right), Diamond Offshore’s Project Manager, and 
Mr Gerry Hinloopen, Diamond Offshore’s Project Specialist, officiating the 
ceremony.

Diamond Offshore Drilling and Jurong Shipyard celebrated the strike-steel of the Ocean Apex semi-
submersible rig during a ceremony attended by management and representatives from both companies 
and ABS in January 2013.

designed to operate in water depths of up to 6,000 feet, the unit features a variable deck load of 7,000 long tonnes, a maximum 
hook-load capacity of two million pounds, crew quarters capacity for 140 personnel and a very large deck space.
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Around tHe yArdS

Making good progress on the Zawtika Development Project, management representatives from PTTEP 
International Limited (PTTEPI) as well as SMOE and its associate yard Shenzhen Chiwan Sembawang  
Shipyard (CSE) gathered at CSE on January 22, 2013 for the successful completion and sail-away of the 
jacket with piles and bridge.

the jacket will be installed at Block M9 in the Andaman Sea offshore Myanmar, followed by the topside and other components of 
the Integrated Platform in the fourth quarter of 2013. cSe was tasked to fabricate the eight-legged jacket with piles and bridge, 
which has a total weight of 20,000 metric tonnes, while SMoe is responsible for the fabrication of the main deck and upper deck of 
the 15,000 metric-tonne topside and living quarters as well as the transportation, installation, offshore hook-up and commissioning 
of the Integrated Platform. 

Another Milestone for Zawtika Project

	Management representatives from PTTEPI, SMOE and CSE 
commemorating the successful completion of the jacket, piles and 
bridge of the ZPQ Platform for PTTEPI's Zawtika Development Project, 
Phase 1A.

	Enroute to offshore Myanmar.

After a rejuvenating stay at Jurong Shipyard 
from December 2012 to February 2013,  
Hai Yang Shi You 937 – a jack-up rig owned 
by PT COSL INDO – set off with renewed 
strength to continue her course.

the rig underwent steel replacement on the spud cans as 
well as received a new coat of paint on the jack-up legs. 
the yard team’s on-time delivery and efficiency earned 
praise from coSL drilling Pan-Pacific’s management. 
upon completion, Hai yang Shi you 937 set off for 
Jakarta for her next assignment with BP.

	Hai Yang Shi You 937 in top form after her repairs.

Hai Yang Shi You 937 
Regains Sparkle
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SHIP rePAIrSSHIP rePAIrS

swan river Bridge, a 21,918 dwt containership 
owned by “K” Line Ship Management Pte Ltd,  
underwent maintenance works between  
december 2012 and January 2013.  Among the jobs 
performed on the 1,700 teu vessel which measures 
172.0m x 27.7m x 14.0m comprised repairs on 
hatch covers and cargo hold cell guides, engine 
room repairs as well as the installation of the Bridge 
navigation Watch Alarm System. the containership 
left for her next destination, following hull blasting 
and painting works.

the yard was also visited by commencement, 
a 13,091 dwt tanker measuring 128.6m x 20.4m x 
11.5m, in January 2013. resting at the dry dock, 
the vessel owned by chemnav Shipmanagement Ltd 
underwent overhaul works on her main engine turbo 
charger and auxiliary engines. In addition to repairs 
on her cargo tank hatches coating, the tanker also 
completed scrapping and sweep blasting on her 
vertical sides and flat bottom before leaving in the 
same month.

high nefeli, a 46,135 dwt Greek tanker owned by 
Liquimar tanker Management Inc, docked in Jurong 
Shipyard in January 2013. during her stopover, 
the 183.0m x 32.20m x 19.10m vessel received 
steel renewal works on her water ballast tanks and 
main engine fuel pump repairs. the sea valves and 

Busy with Repairs 
Jurong Shipyard extended its warm 
hospitality to several visiting vessels during 
January and February 2013. 

Swan River Bridge in good hands.

A job well-done for Commencement.

Polishing up High Nefeli.
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SHIP rePAIrSSHIP rePAIrS

tail shafts were also overhauled while the lifeboat was given a 
release test. Before her sail-away in February 2013, High nefeli 
also had her hull fully blasted and painted to ensure optimum 
performance.

Following the departures of sisterships Maersk virtue and Maersk 
value in october 2012, maersk Venture owned by A.P. Moller 
sailed into Jurong Shipyard for repairs between december 
2012 and January 2013. In addition to shipside grit blasting and 
painting, the scope of repairs for the 58,159 dwt LPG tanker 
with dimensions 225.48m x 36.64m x 22.00m covered chain 
locker modification, valves overhaul, cargo line modification and 
pressure test as well as mooring bitts reinforcement.

the 39,470 dwt kota permasan, managed by Fleet 
Management Limited (Hong Kong), resumed her course in  
January 2013 after completing repairs and overhaul at the yard. 

Arriving in december 2012, the 221.15m x 30.0m x 16.0m  
containership renewed her shell plate and cell guides as well 
as overhauled the diesel generator turbo chargers. Before 
performing hull blasting and painting, the yard team also 
fabricated a new bow thruster grating with brackets for the 
2,824 teu vessel.

Jurong Shipyard provided care and support to  
mcp famagusta, a 5,338 dwt general cargo ship owned by 
Intership navigation co. Ltd, when she arrived in January 2013. 
the vessel, with a measurement of 117.0m x 19.74m x 8.50m, 
left in February after undergoing renewal of cargo crane wire, 
repair of hatch cover rubber packing, lifeboat maintenance and 
davit checks as well as hull blasting and painting. the yard team 
received positive feedback from the owners for its commitment 
to quality and service.

Kota Permasan looking radiant after her repairs. MCP Famagusta all set to go.

Maersk Venture basking in the dock after her repairs.
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FY2012 Net Profit at $538 Million
Sembcorp Marine posted a net profit of $538 million for the financial year ended December 31, 2012, on 
the back of macroeconomic uncertainty and challenging operating conditions.

Turnover ($’m) FY 2012 FY 2011
% 

Change 4Q 2012 4Q 2011
%  

Change

Ship repair 642 644 - 167 159 5

rig Building 2,356 2,205 7 870 602 44

Ship conversion/
offshore

1,395 1,073 30 330 226 46

others 37 38 (4) 11 10 5

total 4,430 3,960 12 1,378 998 38

        Year

Description ($’m)
FY 2012 FY 2011

% 
Change

4Q 2012 4Q 2011
% 

Change

turnover 4,430 3,960 12 1,378 998 38

Gross Profit 695 866 (20) 174 217 (20)

eBItdA 648 823 (21) 176 226 (22)

operating Profit 554 737 (25) 148 201 (26)

Pre-tax Profit 630 860 (27) 163 223 (27)

net Profit 538 752 (28) 167 229 (27)

net Profit, exclude nol 500 700 (29) 126 177 (29)

ePS, basic (cents) 25.81 36.13 (29) 8.00 10.99 (27)

nAv (cents) 116.80 115.92 - - - -

outlook highlights

•	Net	 order	 book	 of	 $13.6	 billion	 with	
completion and deliveries till 2019.

•	Industry	 fundamentals	 remain	 intact,	
underpinned by high oil prices and 
expected increases in exploration and 
production activities.

•	Expected	 strong	 rig	 demand	 due	 to	
ageing fleet and demand for new, safer 
and efficient rigs for harsh environment.

•	Continued	demand	for	repair,	upgrading	
and life extension work.

•	Integrated	 Tuas	 New	 Yard	 (Phase	 I)	 in	
Singapore and estaleiro Jurong Aracruz 
in Brazil on track for completion by  
2H 2013 and end 2014 respectively.

•	Overall	 positive	 outlook	 with	 healthy	
enquiries.

For details, please refer to the full year 2012 financial statements at www.sembcorpmarine.com.sg

	Senior management addressing the media and analysts at the results briefing. 	Attending to queries from analysts and media.

ScM neWS

Group	turnover	in	2012	was	$4.4	billion,	a	12	per	cent	increase	from	$4.0	billion	in	2011,	mainly	attributable	to	more	ship	conversion,	
offshore facility and rig building projects which achieved progressive revenue recognition. 

Operating	profit	and	pre-tax	operating	profit	at	the	Group	level	amounted	to	$554	million	and	$630	million	respectively.	Group	net	
profit	at	$538	million	 in	2012	was	28	per	cent	 lower	than	the	$752	million	 in	2011	due	mainly	to	 lower	operating	profit	 from	rig	
building projects.

the directors are proposing a total final dividend of 8 cents per share, comprising a final dividend of 6 cents per share and a special 
dividend of 2 cents per share. Including the interim dividend of 5 cents per share paid in August 2012, the total dividend will be 13 
cents per share, representing a 50 per cent payout ratio for 2012.
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HAPPenInGS

Close Engagement with Visitors
Key stakeholders including visitors from Brazil as well as investors from Japan and Singapore gained 
new insights into the capabilities and facilities of Sembcorp Marine and its Integrated Tuas New Yard 
during their visits in January and February 2013.

	Mr Wong Weng Sun (third on right, in blue), Sembcorp Marine’s President & CEO, 
sharing the developments of the Integrated Tuas New Yard with Brazilian visitors.

	Demonstration of workshop equipment in progress.

	A group photo to mark a fruitful visit to the new yard.

Visit by the Brazilian Delegation

Investor Visits

January 31, 2013

	Presentation by Ms Judy Han, Sembcorp Marine’s Senior Vice President of Investor 
Relations and Communications, to the Japanese investor delegation hosted by Credit 
Suisse.

February 28, 2013

	Highlighting the key facilities at the new yard to an investor group from Credit Suisse.

January 21, 2013
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HAPPenInGS

10-Year Milestone for Green Wave

Graced by Guest-of-Honour dr vivian Balakrishnan, 
Minister for the environment and Water resources, 
the event honoured 57 winning projects chosen from 
a total of 269 entries by close to 1,000 students from 
various schools, technical institutions and tertiary 
institutions. 

these entries covered a wide variety of green 
issues and challenges, ranging from environmental 
pollution and global warming to resource scarcity 
and environmental conservation. Assessing based on 
the projects’ originality, relevance and environmental 
impacts, the distinguished panel of judges were from 
co-sponsors BP Shipping and Shell International 
eastern trading company as well as governmental, 
health and environmental bodies, tertiary institutions 
and industry partners.

Well-recognised as the annual green event for 
schools, the yard’s outreach programme has 
successfully encouraged the young generation to be 
proactively involved in developing creative solutions 
to address environmental issues and challenges since 
its establishment in 2003.

Mr ong Poh Kwee, Sembcorp Marine’s deputy 
President and Sembawang Shipyard’s Managing 
director, said: “the impressive level of student 
participation in the last 10 years shows that our young 
generation cares for the environment and invests 
efforts to turn their innovative ideas into tangible 
projects and proof of concepts.”

	Marking the successful launch of the Green Wave Competition 2013: Guest-of-Honour  
Dr Vivian Balakrishnan, Minister for the Environment and Water Resources, and Mr Ong Poh Kwee, 
Sembcorp Marine’s Deputy President.

committed to the green cause, Sembawang Shipyard also launched the 
Green Wave environmental care competition 2013 during the award 
ceremony and invited students and schools to participate and share their 
ideas on environmental care and protection. 

	Management representatives from Sembcorp Marine, Sembawang Shipyard and key partners demonstrating their commitment to the Green Wave outreach programme.

Sembawang Shipyard, a subsidiary of Sembcorp Marine, marked a decade of reaching out and 
promoting green stewardship to some 10,000 students through its 10th Green Wave Environmental 
Care Competition award presentation ceremony held on February 28, 2013 at the Marina Mandarin 
Hotel.

The Green Wave has been a tremendous 
platform and I want to congratulate Sembawang 
Shipyard for having started this – it has been 10 
years already – for reaching out to students.
Dr Vivian Balakrishnan,
Minister for the Environment and Water Resources.
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HAPPenInGS

	Engaging the eco-champions from the primary school category: Dr Vivian Balakrishnan 
together with Mr Wong Weng Sun (second on right), Sembcorp Marine’s President & 
CEO, and Mr Ong Poh Kwee (first on right), Sembcorp Marine’s Deputy President.

	Viewing the winning entries.

award-winning 
Green solutions Yishun primary school 

Mpg (Make, Plant and Grow)

	Using recyclable materials such as dry leaves and shredded paper, 

students from Yishun Primary School have created biodegradable 

flower pots that can be buried and blended into the ground 

together with matured seedlings. This simple yet low-cost invention 

is also useful in teaching more pupils to care for their environment. 

Primary Level Category

woodlands secondary school  
Making Paint from recycled Shells

	Woodlands Secondary School students discovered an eco-friendly way of creating paint from extracting calcium carbonate from egg shells instead of conventional extraction methods through mining and quarrying. Tests were conducted with a commercial company and their paint was found to be comparable to normal-quality paint.

Secondary Level Category

1st
Prize Award

$6,000

1st
Prize Award

$4,000

	The team from ITE College Central (Tampines Campus) designed 

an energy-saving heat accumulator for gas stoves that will collect 

and reflect wasted heat energy from the surroundings back to the 

cooking utensils. Initial experiments have demonstrated the energy 

efficiency of the device. 

ite college central (tampines campus) 

Heat Accumulator for Gas Stove

Junior College/ITE Level Category

2nd
Prize Award

$5,000

temasek polytechnic 
development of the Abstergo

	Instead of relying on manual labour, the Abstergo project from Temasek Polytechnic is a prototype that runs on solar and wave energy to remove oil spills. It can also be remotely controlled to clean faster and more efficiently using a special absorbent material.

Tertiary Level Category

2nd
Prize Award

$6,000
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HAPPenInGS

Rewarding Employees’ Contributions
For their years of loyal service and invaluable contributions towards the Group’s sustainable growth, 
close to 400 employees received Long Service Awards during the presentation ceremonies held at 
Sembcorp Marine’s subsidiary yards from December 2012 to February 2013. 

jurong shipyard 

A total of 150 personnel who have been 
part of the Jurong Shipyard family for 
10, 15, 20, 30, 35, 40 and 45 years 
were presented with gold coins and cash 
awards on January 19, 2013 to honour 
their dedication and commitment over the 
years.

 Congratulations to the stalwarts for their 45 years of service to the Group.

 Marking their 35-year service milestones.

 Thanking employees who have stayed with the yard for 20 years.

 A picture for the album for employees who have served 10 years. 
 All smiles for the 15-year award recipients. 

 Recognition for their 30 years of service.

 In honour of their 40 years of commitment.
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HAPPenInGS

sembawang shipyard

employees who have devoted 
years of service and commitment to 
Sembawang Shipyard received tokens 
of appreciation in december 2012. A 
total of 158 employees received the 
Long Service Awards, with the largest 
group comprising 49 recipients of the 
40-year award. 

smoe

A Long Service Awards Presentation was held at SMoe in February 2013 to pay tribute 
to employees who have served the yard for 5, 10, 15, 25, 30, 35 and 40 years. Besides 
receiving special keepsakes as well as cash awards of varying amounts, the 62 employees 
also enjoyed a specially commissioned video montage recognising their contributions.

jurong sml

Jurong SML recognised a 
total of 31 recipients for their 
years of dedication during 
the yard’s annual Long 
Service Awards ceremony 
held in december 2012. 
Besides receiving gifts and 
tokens of appreciation, 
the employees were also 
treated to a delectable 
buffet spread.

 A significant day for the long-serving staff at Sembawang Shipyard.

 A group photo to commemorate the award ceremony at SMOE.

 One of the three 40-year long service award  

recipients, Mr Philip Lim, SMOE’s Senior Manager 

of Marketing, sharing his passion for the offshore 

industry.

 Management representatives and award recipients at the annual event.

 Mr Mohan Dass s/o Kochen Padman 
from Jurong SML’s Commercial 
Department receiving his 35-year long 
service award from Mr Freddie Woo, 
Jurong SML’s Executive Director.
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HAPPenInGS

Grooming Talents for Estaleiro Jurong Aracruz
The arrival of 23 students from Brazil’s Instituto Federal do Espirito Santo (IFES) in January 2013 
marked the start of a series of scholarship and training programmes to nurture high-performing 
staff for Sembcorp Marine’s first overseas integrated yard Estaleiro Jurong Aracruz in Brazil.

Following the signing of the Memorandum of 
understanding in April 2012 in the presence of 
the Governor of espirito Santo, His excellency 
renato casagrande, Sembcorp Marine has 
committed	more	than	$2	million	over	a	period	of	
five years to the Joint educational Programme 
developed in partnership with IFeS and ngee 
Ann Polytechnic. the joint initiative will provide 
knowledge and skills transfer to the Brazilian 
workforce through overseas training and learning 
exchanges for students and lecturers of IFeS and 
ngee Ann Polytechnic.

the pioneer batch comprising IFeS graduates 
from mechanical engineering have embarked 
on a three-month technical english course at  
ngee Ann Polytechnic to enhance their 
proficiency in the english language and technical terms used in the 
maritime industry. this will be followed by a six-month diploma 
(conversion) in Marine and offshore technology course. upon 
their graduation, the participants will undergo up to six months of 
on-the-job training at Jurong Shipyard before returning to Brazil to 
commence work in estaleiro Jurong Aracruz.
 

construction is underway for the 82.5-hectare estaleiro Jurong Aracruz yard which is strategically located in the municipal of Aracruz 
in the state of espirito Santo, Brazil. Planned facilities will include a 1km berthing quay, ancillary piping facilities and steel fabrication 
workshops.

Scheduled for completion by end-2014, the new yard will have capabilities to undertake the construction of drillships, semi-submersible 
and jack-up rigs, platforms and supply vessels, FPSo integration and topside modules fabrication in addition to rig and ship repairs, 
modification and upgrade works.

Update on Estaleiro Jurong Aracruz

As part of the Joint educational Programme, selected lecturers 
from IFeS will also undergo a ‘train the trainers’ programme in 
the polytechnic to equip them with knowledge to develop a new 
marine and offshore technology course to further train the local 
talent pool in espirito Santo.

	Deepening Brazilian ties: Management representatives from Jurong Shipyard and Estaleiro Jurong Aracruz 
welcoming the students from IFES at Singapore’s Changi Airport.

	Estaleiro Jurong Aracruz is on track to be completed by end 2014. 	Development in progress at the yard.


